Abstract. A recursive convolutional encoder can be regarded as an innite impulse response system over the Galois Field of order 2. First, in this paper, we i n troduce nite response input sequences for recursive convolutional codes that give nite weight output sequences. In practice, we often need to describe the nite response sequence with a certain Hamming weight. Then, di erent properties of nite response input sequences are presented. It is shown that all nite response input sequences with a certain Hamming weight can be obtained in closed-form expressions from the so-called basic sequences. These basic sequences are presented for important recursive convolutional encoders and some possible applications are given .
Introduction
Recursive convolutional codes have seldom been employed in the past because their weight enumerating function is equivalent to that of the non recursive convolutional codes 1 . But they have been renewed since they have been used to construct serial and parallel concatenated convolutional codes turbo codes whose performances are near Shannon limit see 2 and 3 .
The works of Battail et al. 4 have shown that recursive convolutional codes mimic random coding if the denominator polynomial is chosen as a primitive polynomial. In comparison with non recursive convolutional codes, the input sequences with nite weight are associated with output sequences with in nite weight, except for a fraction of nite weight input sequences which generate nite weight output sequences. These input sequences are called nite response input sequences FRISs.
In 5 , FRISs have been introduced ; the enumeration of FRISs for a Hamming weight w=2 is simple but however, no practical method to enumerate these sequences with a certain Hamming weight w greater than 2 has yet been given.
The goal of this paper is to study the properties of nite response input sequences with weight w and to show h o w these sequences can be enumerated from one or more basic FRISs.
In the next section, we recall some classical de nitions of convolutional codes. The third section we give di erent properties of FRIS and introduce basic FRIS. An exemple is given to show h o w these properties can be used to enumerate all the FRIS in closed form. Then, the basic FRISs are presented for some important recursive convolutional encoders. Finally, w e will show h o w these properties can be used to nd the Hamming weight of the output sequence of any FRIS and to build interleavers for turbo codes.
Review of Basics
In order to keep the following expositions self-contained, we shall introduce recursive convolutional codes and some de nitions to be used later in this section.
A rate 1 r recursive convolutional encoder maps the input sequence of information bits u 0 ; u 1 ; u 2 ; : : :
into the output sequence of r-dimensional code blocks y 0 ; y 1 ; y 2 ; : : : with y n = y 1n ; y 2n ; :::; y rn :
The encoder also goes through the internal state sequence s 0 ; s 1 ; s 2 ; :::; where each encoder state s n at time n is a M-tuple : s n = s 1n ; s 2n ; :::s M n :
M is the number of delay cells of the encoder and s in is the state at time n of the i-th delay cell.
The structure of a recursive systematic convolutional encoder of rate 1 2 is shown in Fig.1 respectively the weight of the corresponding input and output bit. As the edge drawn in dotted line corresponds to an input bit equal to 0, we can clearly observe the loop corresponding to the PN sequence of period 7 and that the output weight of the PN sequence is egal to 4.
We say that the encoder with QD is IIR, since the weight-one input sequence impulse input produces an in nite response, i.e. an in nite weight output sequence.
De nition 1. A nite response input sequence FRIS is an input sequence whose rst "1" causes the encoder state to leave the zero state S 0 = 0 ; 0; :::; 0 at time n 0 and whose last "1" brings it back to S 0 at time n 0 + L , 1 L 0.
A FRIS will produce a nite weight output sequence. These FRISs are represented by FD. This theorem tells us that if we nd any FRIS in a family, we can deduce all the FRISs of this family. W e note that there are two di erent kinds of FRISs called simple and complex FRISs.
De nition 2. A FRIS is simple if its last "1" solely brings back the encoder state to S 0 . Otherwise, the FRIS is complex since the encoder state returns to S 0 more than once.
We will now c hoose a unique representative for each family of simple FRISs, called basic FRIS.
De nition 3. For w = 2, there is only one basic FRIS which has the rst 1" corresponding to the leaving of the zero state to S 1 and the other 1" for the return from 
Interleaver Construction for Turbo Codes
Turbo codes are a parallel concatenation of recursive systematic convolutional codes 2 . The turbo encoder consists of two recursive convolutional codes and an interleaver of size N. An exemple of a turbo encoder is shown in Fig.3 .
The N bits information sequence uD is encoded twice : rstly by C1 and secondly after interleaving by C2. A tail sequence composed of M bits is added after the information sequence in order to bring the internal state of the rst encoder to the zero state. As a consequence only FRISs are allowed.
So we can use the properties of FRISs for the construction of the interleaver. The interleaver should improve the weight distribution and the free distance of turbo codes. An optimal interleaver should map the input sequences uD which generate low w eight output sequences y 1 D with sequences vD which generate high weight output sequence y 2 D and vice versa.
For the construction of the interleaver, we can take into account only the input sequences uD which generate low weight output sequences. These sequences can be enumerated using the properties of FRISs introduced above. The weight of the associated output sequence y 1 D is calculated by using 13. The weight of the output sequence y 2 D can also be obtained using a generalisation of this principle. In 7 , we have shown that these properties combined with a tree research method for construction of the interleaver can produce very good interleavers.
Conclusion
The nite response input sequences FRISs for a recursive convolutional encoder with a primitive polynomial can be de ned by 4. In this paper, new practical properties of FRISs with a certain Hamming weight w are presented. We h a ve introduced the basic FRIS and shown that we could write all FRISs with weight w in closed-form expressions from these basic FRISs.
These properties can be employed in many applications, such as the computing of the weight e n umerators of these codes and the construction of e cient interleavers for turbo codes.
